2013 Library Reading Group Book Selections  
Held at the Larry J. Ringer Library

January: *Cutting For Stone* by Abraham Verghese


March: *Leaving Atlanta* by Tayari Jones

April: *We Need To Talk About Kevin* by Lionel Shriver

May: *The Birds* by Daphne Du Maurier

June: *Hotel on the Corner of Bitter and Sweet* by Jaime Ford

July: *North and South* by Elizabeth Gaskell

August: “Crimes of the Heart”, a play by Beth Henley, discussion led by Raquel Masco, director of the Stage Center

September: *Thinking in Pictures: My Life with Autism* by Temple Grandin

October: *The Moon is a Harsh Mistress* by Robert Heinlein

November: *The Butterfly Mosque* by G. Willow Wilson